
L8MS - Don’t let it all get on top of you. 
 

L8MS — Risk 

Legionella Risk Assessment Software 



Is my data safe? 

Your records are held on high specification servers in 3rd party dedicated secure 
data centres. Our supplier (1&1) guarantees 99.99% uptime, and are confident in 
this guarantee as they have backup generators, 
multiple hard drives, dual routers, cooling systems 
and gel battery power banks & industry-leading 
130Gbit Connectivity. 24/7 monitoring by Internet 
specialists, 150+ permanently recording video 
cameras, Safety air-locks, protecting up to 30,000 
servers. “The largest and most advanced web 
hosting arena in the world.” 

We believe L8MS Risk delivers: -  

 Speed—the time to produce a Legionella risk assessment report 
impacts significantly on the total time required to complete the job. 
L8MS Risk reduces the report writing time. Uniformity, multiple 
assessors deliver reports with the same structure. 

 Replication, reliably producing multiple reports using multiple 
assessors requires strict control of templates and significant effort 
distributing standard paragraphs and maintenance of templates 

 Versatility—The ability to create on-going record keeping logbooks 
from the risk assessment assets already entered. 

Key Benefits:  

 Web based— There is no local software to install and assessors can 
work from any internet enabled location. 

 Pre-built report sections— Use our report modules, define the print 
order and let L8MS Risk fill out sections like corrective actions from the 
survey information (ordered by risk rating)  and layout a fully editable 
Microsoft® Word document .  

 Off-line surveys— Assessors can fill in re-useable surveys containing 
built in drop down options in remote locations uploading when internet 
access is available. 

 Site specific control schemes— Automatically generated, once 
entered into the assessment L8MS Risk will produce a site specific list 
of tasks with locations. 

L8MS - Risk  

Independent Legionella Risk Assessment software 

specifically designed to speed up the process of producing 

a legionellosis risk assessment report. New Microsoft® 

Word reports and BS8580 guidance have been 

incorporated. 



So why do customers use L8MS Risk? 

“...the system was chosen because it is based around the L8 requirements and 

assists our engineers in undertaking detailed and accurate Legionella risk 

assessments to the standards required by legislation and provides uniformity 

across our business.  We recommend the implementation of  L8MS Risk & 

L8MS Manage within all water hygiene proposals.” 

On-site Survey 
We know when you are in a plant room it’s hot sticky, dirty and all you want to do is get 

the job done and get out. We tried PDAs and there just too fiddly, laptops too bulky and 

tablets don’t like rain! A piece of paper just can’t be beaten, L8MS Risk comes with a 

survey sheet so you can print it as an aid memoir for site, scribble on it, even use the 

back for a sketch.  

Survey write up 
Surveys are recorded in Microsoft® Excel spreadsheets with the option to utilise  standard 

answers and recommendations from drop down menus where applicable. Use them or 

just type, edit or paste in more specific answers and recommendations. Save the survey 

and use it again for the next rusty, galvanized cistern with no lid, just changing the 

answers that are different. 

Microsoft® Word Report 
Once you have completed the surveys let L8MS Risk deal with the job of pulling together 

a report using a company defined report order & content. Imagine all the 

recommendations you made in the surveys being automatically added to a corrective 

action report in risk order, every shower, infrequently used outlet and dead leg identified 

in the asset register automatically added to a, self generated, site specific control 

scheme. Upload photographs with comments and let L8MS Risk do all that formatting & 

sizing. The Microsoft® Word output allows final editing and polishing, cover pages and a 

table of contents if required. 

Legionella Record Keeping Software 
If you need to set up a site specific Legionella record systems it is surprising how long it 

will take. Having used L8MS Risk you are now in a position to use L8MS Mange our 

Legionella record keeping software. At the touch of a button every location will be set up 

with a monitoring and inspection schedule. You just need to say when to start and 

allocate the tasks.  

L8MS Consultancy  

We can work with you from training an assessor to proof reading your surveys. The great 

advantage of using an online system means that should you request it we can work with 

you on the actual survey live, in real time. 



 Water treatment chemicals; 

 Chemical service visits; 

 Softeners; 

 Dosing pumps or control sys-

tems; 

 Cleaning & disinfection ser-

vices;  

 Regular on-site monitoring. 

This position allows us to work 

with our clients in a truly inde-

pendent manner, identifying the 

most significant outstanding risks 

and offer practicable solutions.  

L8MS Services 

Do Not Include: - 

Oculus Consulting Ltd 

1 Arthur Road 

Biggin Hill 

Westerham 

Kent  TN16 3DD 

 

Phone: 0044 (0)1689854690 

Mobile: 0044 (0)7812183910 

E-mail: graham@l8ms.co.uk 

 

Greaves Consultants Ltd 

165 Netherstowe Lane 

Lichfield 

Staffs 

WS13 6BA 

 

Phone: 0044 (0)1543416476 

Mobile: 0044 (0)7866362749 

E-mail: alan@l8ms.co.uk 

www.l8ms.com 


